In this paper, an approximate analytical expression for calculation electric field in the centre of the rounded vertex of the metallic cube will be proposed. This expression is determined according to the numerical results obtained using different numerical methods.
Introduction
It is well known that electrostatic discharge can occur in vicinity of the wedges of huge metallic bodies. Analysis of such phenomenon is very important especially in cases when it happens in the area where flammable and combustible substances exist, such as petrol stations, where vehicles and other conducting bodies, exposed to the external atmospheric electric field, are located [1] . The charges induced on the surface of the metallic bodies amplify external electric field, so, depending on the intensity of external electric field and radii of the wedge curvature, intensity of perturbed electric field can reach critical value for electric field intensity when breakdown can occur [2] . This can happen even when these objects are grounded [3] .
The calculation of the electric field in vicinity of the conducting objects can be done using different numerical techniques. Most popular methods, especially in regions where the field is strong, e.g. electric field in vicinity of wedges, are Charge Simulation Method (CSM) [4, 5] and Surface Charge Simulation Method (SCM) [6] . In reference [2] for calculation of electric field in the center of the rounded vertices of neutral conducting cube with rounded wedges, specific Equivalent Source Method (ESM) is used. All these methods have certain advantages and disadvantages but give results with high accuracy.
However, in engineering practice there is need to obtain results faster and in a simple way, without numerical calculation. Because of that, knowledge of approximate analytical expression, which provides results with satisfactory accuracy, would be useful.
In this paper we will determine an approximate expression for electric field intensity at the center of rounded vertices of conducting cube.
Calculation of the Electric Field of the Cube Electrode using Numerical Methods
In Figure 1 the neutral metallic cube of wedge length a, immersed in the external electric field is presented. Wedges are rounded having radius of curvature r. With point P the center of the rounded vertex is denoted, where we can expect greatest value of the electric field and which is the most critical from the stand point of possible electric field breakdown. First the calculation of electric field in the center of the rounded vertex is done using specific Equivalent Source Method (ESM) [2] , which can be considered a combination of methods shown in [7, 8] . By applying this method, the unknown electrode surface charges are simulated by equivalent sources whose positions and types are chosen to achieve high accuracy of electric field calculations in all regions in vicinity of rounded cube including wedges and vertices. Therefore, different types of equivalent sources are placed over the surface of the inner cube of wedge length a 1 , a 1 = a − 2r, such as presented in Figure 2 . The total number of equivalent sources is
where:
N 1 is the number of equivalent sources in form of charges uniformly distributed over square subsurfaces, ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = a 1 /N; N 2 is the number of equivalent sources in form of line charges which are placed along wedges of the inner cube; and N 3 is the number of equivalent sources in form of point charges placed in vertices of the inner cube.
The unknown weight of these equivalent sources are determined by solving system of linear equation, which is formed by satisfying boundary condition for the potential at properly adopted points on the cube surface. After that electric field in vicinity of the cube wedges is easily determined.
The convergence of the results for the electric field in the center of the rounded vertex for different number of equivalent sources are presented in Table 1 .
Presented Method can be also used for determining electric field strength in vicinity of the grounded cube, Figure 3 .
The intensity of the electric field in the center of the rounded vertex is also determined using software package WIPL-D Pro v6.1. 
WIPL-D Pro v6.1 is powerful 3D software for electromagnetic analysis of arbitrary structures made of part by part homogeneous, isotropic and linear media in frequency domain. WIPL-D code is based on the Method of Moments (MoM).
Metallic and dielectric surfaces are modelled by bilinear surfaces and for basic functions polynomial type expansions are used that automatically satisfy continuity of currents of arbitrary metallic and/or dielectric junctions and metallic ends. To obtain unknown coefficient of these expansions Galerkin testing procedure is applied. Although this software is made for analysis of sinusoidal time-varying fields it can be successfully used for analysis of arbitrary structures in electrostatic and stationary electromagnetic field by choosing frequency for which the structure is much smaller than wavelength. Putting such structure in field of plane wave, problem of structure in homogeneous electric field can be simulated.
The convergence of the results obtained by software package WIPL-D, for different number of segments N, are presented in Figure 5 . (Wedge of cube is modelled in shape of quarter of the cylinder along circumference and N segments at length this quarter of the cylinder) Figure 4 Agreement of the results is very good for ratio 0.01 ≤ r/a ≤ 0.1, but for ratio r/a < 0.01 some disagreements exist. For determining results with high accuracy by applying specific Equivalent Source Method in ratio r/a ≤ 0.01 more unknowns (equivalent sources) were needed. In that case, calculations with PC took too much time and that was a limiting factor.
Approximate Analytical Expression
Electric field amplification, k is defined as ratio of resulting electric field and electric field of unperturbed external electric field,
In the centre of the rounded vertices it depends on ratio of the wedge length and radius of wedge curvature, r/a. According to the presented results, for calculation of k in the centre of the rounded vertices a simple analytical expression can be formed where k ′ and p can be easily determined using simple mathematical procedure. The results for the values of k ′ and p for different ratio r/a are presented in Figure 7 . If the middle values for these constants are chosen equation (1) becomes
Simple expression (2) although gives approximate results that are satisfactory for every day engineering practice. The comparison of the results for the electric field amplification obtained with equation (2) 
Conclusion
In this paper intensity of resulting electric field in the center of the rounded vertices of neutral conducting cube is determined by using different numerical methods. According to the obtained numerical results simple approximate analytical expression for calculation of electric field in the centre of the rounded vertices of cube is proposed, equation (2) .
Using this expression, electric field strength in the centre of the rounded vertices can be easily determined with satisfying accuracy for all ratios of wedge curvature and wedge length r/a, e.g. for ratio r/a = 0.001, E/E 0 ≈ 54.31.
Results presented in this paper can be applied to determinate the maximum value of electric field strength in vicinity of the huge conducting objects with rounded wedges immersed to the homogenous electric field, e.g. vehicles, equipments etc.
